[Validation of the Italian version of the "Neuropathic Pain Scale" and its clinical applications].
The Neuropathic Pain Scale is the first specific tool to measure and analyse pain due to a lesion in the nervous system; this kind of pain is usually difficult to describe for the patient because it is characterized by unusual qualities. Aim of this study is to evaluate a possible relation between pain descriptions and underlying pathogenetic mechanisms. The Italian version of the Neuropathic Pain Scale has been administered to 145 patients with neuropathic pain due to chronic radiculopathy, diabetic neuropathy, post-traumatic neuropathy, Complex Regional Pain Syndrome or postherpetic neuralgia. As it has been done in Galer's study, the predictive validity and the items' correlation have been evaluated; moreover, the structure validity of the scale has been studied. Pain values were high in all pain syndromes with the prevalence of certain items in particular pathologies. The correlation of some items with "deep pain" and others with "superficial pain" was also observed. The results have confirmed the statistical validity of the Italian version of the scale; they also pointed out the usefulness of the scale to distinguish between superficial pain, typical of neuropathic pain, and deep pain, typical of somatic pain.